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2022 - The Year Ahead
From our CTO - Steve Beaumont

This year has only just gotten underway, but we entered it hot on the heels of
yet another major security incident.
The Log4J security vulnerability
(Log4Shell
or
CVE-2021-44228)
disrupted many IT Admin and CISO's
Christmas plans, and yet again opened
our eyes to how we deal (or don't)
with Open Source code, security
reviews and patching.
This, combined with Supply Chain attacks and ransomware protection, are
certainly areas that will be gathering particular attention this year as
organisations get more of a handle on the basics (OS Updates and Security
controls) and expand their areas of security focus.
But that does mean the basics need doing.
While it sounds a simple enough task, many organisations still fail to properly
patch their full environments, some focusing solely on the desktops and
leaving servers as more of an ad-hoc process, and not many able to meet the
NCSC recommendations of patching everything deemed as a security update
or critical within 14 days!
To add to this, Microsoft have released Windows 11 to the world and while
many have put it to one side for now, expect interest to garner speed towards
Q2 of 2022 with people looking to deploy by Q3.
This upgrade will be pretty much like
previous Windows 10 WaaS projects,
meaning processes, if not already in
place, need to be maintained.
However, hardware requirements for
Windows 11 will also see a hardware
refresh cycle going hand in hand
with it.

In line with this, it's also the chance
to again look at how the modern
desktop is evolving and an
organisations method of delivering a
secure desktop while minimising
costs (both upfront and for ongoing
support). This year will see adoption
of Microsoft's Azure Virtual Desktop
and Windows 365 platforms as
organisations look to better enable remote workers and provide secured
access to their environments for contract staff and 3rd Party vendors/partners.
This supports the general ongoing shift to the cloud from on-premises as more
organisations embrace and adopt cloud first and DevOps starts to become
more prevalent for those finally dropping traditional approaches.

Talking of Cloud First, on the desktop side this year will see more
organisations decoupling their desktop estate from Active Directory and
going Azure AD Joined (AADJ) only, especially with native Kerberos support
now in preview for AAD, helping to ease the access of line of business apps
and files left on-premises while other projects are in motion to migrate these
to things like SharePoint or SaaS alternatives.
It’s clear security will be a constant risk for organisations, warranting
continued investment. Windows, be it Windows 11, AVD, Windows365, or
related RDS/VDI and Unified Workspace services, will grow as organisations
adapt to their ever-changing workforces, resulting in critical strategies to
increase on cloud adoption projects.
I finish by welcoming all to reach out and discuss these topics and more with
our team of technology and IT specialists, to help you and your client
organisations prepare and execute effective plans for 2022.

Windows 11 – Is it time to
Upgrade?
Author : Steve Beaumont

Microsoft released Windows 11, to
relatively little fanfare, on October
5th 2021 and as expected, most
techies will have rushed to install the
latest and greatest OS from
Microsoft. So the big question is,
nearly three months in, should your
clients be rushing to roll it out across
their organisations?
Before I answer that question, just what are the main things that Windows 11
brings to the table?
While there’s a multitude of behind-the-scenes tweaks and improvements,
the main headline items generally talked about are fairly well summed up on
this Microsoft page:

Below is a simplified version from the Microsoft article.
A simpler way to stay in touch.
With Chat from Microsoft Teams, you can connect to friends and family from your
PC regardless of what computer or phone or tablet they are using.

Intuitive navigation, easy organisation.
With Windows 11, the user experience has been simplified. It’s a clean, fresh design
that is new, yet immediately familiar. Front and centre is the ability to search for
anything, anywhere. It’s streamlined, intuitive, and revolves around you.

Bring balance to your desktop.
You can group and organise open windows and easily pivot between them with the
ground-breaking multi-tasking tool, Snap Assist.

Wonderful world of widgets.
Your favourite photos, weather, the world news, stocks, and more.

Innovative devices and features.
New Windows devices are more versatile, more capable, and easier for you to use.

If you read through those above five points from Microsoft, I’ll forgive you for
thinking it’s a fair amount of marketing waffle, and from an IT Pro/Business
standpoint it mainly is. So, what do we need to know about Windows 11?

Known Issues

No new OS is ever going to be bug free on release, Windows 11 was no
exception with a raft of bug fixes and security updates (38 according to my
checks) being quickly released in October shortly after general availability
launch.
While most are now resolved, except at the time of writing, a compatibility
issue for users of Oracle VirtualBox, it’s worth bookmarking the following
page and regularly checking.
Supported Hardware
One of the biggest changes, and possibly fly-in-the-ointment for your
deployment plans, centres around the hardware requirements Microsoft have
introduced for Windows 11.
The following blog explains Microsoft’s rational behind this.
I can personally see Microsoft’s stance on this. The best in-depth security
features in the OS (as they were in Win10) are tied to hardware requirements
across CPU and TPM. Therefore, to ensure an OS can be best protected, it’s
time to move the hardware minimum bar, with supported CPUs listed here.
Whether or not you agree, the limitations are there and especially by the
servicing method, upgrades will be blocked.
If you’re using Intune to manage your environment, then you’d be well served
by visiting the Endpoint Analytics part of Reporting and checking the “Work
from anywhere (Preview)” report, specifically under the Windows tab.
Bonus tip:
Export the data to Excel and do your analysis there, or better still throw it
into Power BI and link it to the Intune Data Warehouse to get an even more
detailed report to support planning activities.

Deployment and Management
Now here’s some good news. All the regular tools such as Microsoft Endpoint
Manager Configuration Manager and Intune can continue to be used to
manage Windows 11 as well as provision or deploy the OS, depending on
your usage of Autopilot or Task Sequences. Obviously with ConfigMgr not
being a cloud service, you’ll need to make sure you update it to at least
the 2107 release to get support. Intune being a cloud service was ready on
Day 0.

A quick example of management, the ability to turn off the Widgets in
Windows 11 is available in the settings catalogue in Intune, as well as GPO if
you’re still managing that way (hint… you shouldn’t be.)

Time to upgrade?
There are not enough compelling reasons to rush upgrading end users to the
new OS, in my opinion. If nothing else, the new UI appearance could cause
some confusion without a strong communication plan in place first.
But that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t start planning. There are a few activities
that you should be considering planning for and testing now, just like for any
WaaS Lifecycle update.
▪ Infrastructure and Management Toolset Upgrades
▪ Application Compatibility Testing
▪ Hardware Compatibility and Driver Testing
▪ Security and Configuration Updates and Testing

There are lots of resources out there to help you with this, and Microsoft are
updating their documentation all the time. However, if you would like
additional support to help you shape your client's strategic
approach and ongoing Windows management, we are here to help. If you’re
interested in finding out more contact your partner team.

Adding Value to Intune
Author : Vikash Kumar

Intune Reporting Dashboard from PowerON
A perfect service to build on not only existing Intune clients but for every net
new Intune client going forward.
Microsoft Intune is a great MDM solution; however, organisations are calling
for enhanced reporting capabilities that build upon Intune’s standard
capabilities.
Here at PowerON, a device management services
organisation, we are hearing more and more from
organisations the crucial need to have data,
insights and reporting that is easy to consume on
real data that represents their true device estate.
PowerON has developed a PowerBI Reporting
Dashboard that builds on top of where Intune’s
standard reporting capability falls short.
Even more, Service Updates is maintained by
PowerON, all at a minimal annual subscription
cost.
KEY INFORMATION PRESENTED

Device Information
▪ Model and Manufacturer
breakdowns
▪ Compliance State
▪ Encryption State
▪ Device Enrolment Count Breakdown
▪ Azure AD Registration State
▪ Device Owner Type Information
▪ Total and Free Diskspace information
▪ Direct Links to the Intune Asset
▪ Primary User Information (Inclusive
of a direct MailTo link)
▪ Operating System Information
(Version, Operating System Name (i.e
Windows, Android ETC.), Serial No.)
▪ Management Platform (MDM,
Google Cloud Policy Controller,
Configuration Manager etc.)

Windows Update Information and
Compliance
▪ Windows Version Lifecycle Support
Status (Supported, Expired etc.)
▪ Device Counts by Operating System
Version and Monthly Patch
▪ Current Month Cumulative Update
Percentage
▪ Unsupported OS Count
▪ Device Activity Count
▪ Direct Microsoft KB Article Links per
Device

Applications
▪ Ability to search for Apps via their
Intune ID
▪ Application Install State per Operating
System
▪ Direct Links to the Applications Intune
Page
▪ Counts by Application
▪ Application Information (Version,
Publisher, Type etc)

Reckitt | HoloLens deployment
Customer Case Study
Author : Jonathan O’Grady – Account Manager

Reckitt are a 200-year-old leading global consumer health &
hygiene company operating in 60 countries. They focus on
cutting-edge science & innovation to remain at the forefront
of their industry.
Pandemic Impact to Business Operations
“Since the coronavirus started impacting our business last year, travel &
vendor interaction has been limited to digital or in-country at best. Support for
issue resolution in our factories, & configuration of new technology can take
much longer without the help of experts, & we’ve even had to delay or cancel
some projects because of the inability to travel.
PowerON helped us get up to speed on what was needed to quickly &
effectively onboard HoloLens into our environment & ensured we are ready
for any future deployments by laying down the groundwork for smooth
operations.
With HoloLens & Remote Assist we can now connect personnel in our factories
directly to the experts using our organisation’s existing Teams infrastructure
with supported & secure tools.”

What did we do?
The entire landscape is changing, & most industries are adopting HoloLens
into their existing infrastructure to make use of new ways of working – the
innovations provided by augmented reality are vital for companies to remain
agile & future proof their operations.

One of the most important parts of this project was understanding Reckitt’s
business need, how they would be using the devices day-to-day & how we
could help Reckitt effectively achieve their goals.

HoloLens is a very different way of interacting with Microsoft services &
our aim is to help our customers get the most out of this unique Device.
HoloLens needed deploying into Reckitt’s IT environment, however due to
the niche nature of this project there was little prior experience within
internal teams. PowerON was commissioned to provide consultancy &
experience with HoloLens to configure & deploy the solution for Reckitt.
Key outcomes included:

• Configure, Test & Implement the provisioning method for new HoloLens
2 devices
• Configure, Test & Implement settings & restrictions for HoloLens 2
devices
• Ensure strict security protocols were put in place (due to the unique
nature of data sharing between the device/cloud/applications across
multiple countries & users)
• Assess & define the approach for multiple users
• Produce Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for provisioning &
redeployment
• Documentation & Knowledge Transfer for the team at Reckitt to use for
any future deployments
HoloLens provides additional benefits such as being able to have
conversations on the factory floor without having to use a phone (a great
benefit where cross-contamination & security is a concern).
Users can also overlay training guides alongside machinery using the
device so they can learn as they go, train up other team members or
remotely bring experts onto the shop floor & have them instruct or
troubleshoot issues, from anywhere in the world.

For more information on our
work with HoloLens or to see
more of our case studies,
CLICK HERE.

Maximising M365
Investments
IT leaders are faced with what feel like conflicting goals – cut costs,
improve productivity and adopt modern ways of working – but there’s a
key piece of the puzzle missing.
The tools to build a modern, secure and productive workplace are already at
your client's disposal with Microsoft365 – They just need to understand
how to use them.

PowerON’s interactive M365 workshops help IT teams achieve these
goals and maximise ROI from their existing M365 investments.
Our complimentary, interactive workshops help you maximise your
investments, increase ROI and adopt best practice across the business,
using the tools and technology already available to your clients.
We work to understand your client business goals and current IT estate to
them conclude a strategy that achieves their targets, creating high level
recommendations across modern management, Windows as a service and
M365 security.
Workshop 1 – Modern Device Management
Workshop 2 – Windows Lifecycle Workshop
Workshop 3 – Protect, Detect & Respond

Click HERE to book your Client Workshops
Or contact your Partner Team to find out more.
partner@poweronplatforms.com

Upcoming Webinars
Register your Accounts NOW!
Mapping out the Windows Journey for 2022
After successfully migrating to Windows 10, the fun starts again!

Microsoft has surprised us all with a host of new releases, including
Windows 11, Windows 365 and the recently renamed Azure Virtual
desktop.

Things were easy in the good old days – we simply upgraded clients to the
next version and congratulated ourselves on getting them through the
transition.
Now IT teams are being given more control and choice than ever before – but
with great power comes great responsibility! How on earth do you help your
clients decide which path now to take?
Map out their Windows Journey for 2022
That’s why we’re running this webinar session to help you navigate through
the different options available from Microsoft and make the best choice for
your clients 2022 strategy.

Date: Thursday 3rd February
Time: 11am

Register HERE to save your space!
Webinar Agenda

• Breaking down the options from Microsoft: Windows 365, Azure Virtual
Desktop and Windows 10/11
• How to evaluate your options against your business strategy and needs
• Cutting costs, streamlining processes and end-user productivity

Technology & Services
Directory
Microsoft Services

Technology

PowerON

Configuration Manager (prev. SCCM)
Intune (for Windows Management)
Defender for Endpoint
Desktop & Endpoint Analytics
Autopilot
HoloLens Deployment, Config & Management
Intune – MDM
Intune – MAM
Intune – Reporting Dashboard
Single Sign On (Azure AD P1)
Self Service Password Reset (Azure AD P1)
Multi Factor Authentication (Azure AD P1)
Conditional Access (Azure AD P1)
PIM (Privileged Identity Management) (Azure AD P2)
Defender for Identity
AIP (Azure Information Protection)
ATA (Advanced Threat Analytics)
MCAS (Microsoft Cloud App Security)
Windows Enterprise
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD)
Windows 365
Application Management (Microsoft and 3rd Party)
Defender AV (Antivirus)
Defender ATP (Advanced Threat Protection)
BitLocker
WIP (Windows Information Protection)
Device & Credential Guard
AOVPN (Always On VPN)






























SmarT Teaming Desktop (WaaS/Desktop)



SmarT Teaming Cloud PC (AVD)



SmarT Teaming Mobile



SmarT Teaming Server - Server Patching (Windows Servers)




Devices

Pulse – Hosted System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM)
Teams & Voice
SharePoint & OneDrive for Business
Exchange
Office 365 ProPlus
PowerBI & Analytics
O365 eDiscovery, ATP, DLP
Adoption and Change Management
Power Platform
Microsoft Surface

Support

Enablement Support



Infrastructure
Data & AI
Migrations
Sentinel



Endpoint Manager

EM+S

Windows

Managed Services

Office 365

Azure






Your Partner Team
Here at PowerON you can have confidence in knowing that there is
always somebody on hand to help support your business ambitions
and your clients project objectives.

The partner team comprises of experienced personnel to help you
and your organisations achieve more… Get in touch today!
Partner Contact Details
partner@poweronplatforms.com
+44 (0) 800 302 92 80
PowerON Partner Hub
www.poweronplatforms.com/partner-hub
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